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Rearrange your space quickly. That’s possible with Haro folding walls from 
Multiwal. For more than 40 years, Multiwal Haro folding walls have been 
making it easy and cost-effective to use space flexibly. In exactly the way 
you want it.

Multiwal Haro folding walls are distinguished by their stability and
ease of use. And they can provide not only the perfect visual division
but also excellent soundproofing. That means that Haro folding walls
from Multiwal can be used practically anywhere – in both commercial
and residential buildings. Multiwal is Europe’s largest producer of Haro
folding walls, with satisfied customers all over the world.

A new layout in 
less than no time

Multiwal Haro folding walls also make it  

possible to make optimal use of small spaces.
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Conference hall or meeting room, theatre or sports centre:  
Multiwal Haro folding walls are everywhere. And with good reason.  
Just look at their main features:
•  The standard built-in hook closer ensures a good seal.  

The Harpo lock is available as an optional extra.
•  You can lock the wall in the open as well as the closed position.
•  The restraint for fixing the wall is automatically in the open position.
• All visible metal parts are finished in satin anodised aluminium.
•  The inner frame is hot-dip galvanised and consists of scissored elements 

linked to each other by rods, creating an extremely solid construction.
•  The heavy-duty leatherette cladding is dirt-repellent, washable and 

self-extinguishing. The fabric does not shrink or stretch, so that the 
pleats remain straight and smooth.

•  Floor rails are not necessary, which means that the floor covering can be 
laid without interruption.

And these extras complete the picture:
•  You gain extra space with an end section at right angles to the main 

track. The open folding wall can then be folded parallel to the room wall.
•  When fitted with rotating hinges, the folding wall can be led through  

any bend with a radius of more than 70 cm.
•  The fixed wall attachment can be replaced by an extra front upright  

with a lock.
•  The Harostop restraint enables you to secure the front upright in any 

position, even in the parked position.
•  Felt draughts strips fitted to the top and bottom of the folding wall 

optimize the seal

Haro 24 

The most  
frequently sold 
wall world wide
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Multiwal Haro folding walls have been specially developed
for the most diverse applications. Whether in hotels, retirement
homes, apartments or utility buildings, Multiwal Haro folding
walls can be found everywhere. Besides the excellent features
of the Haro 24, Multiwal Haro folding walls also offer many
extras, such as Harocoustic soundproofing.

Folding walls  
have unlimited
options for use
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Technic
in detail

General characteristics
Nowadays, with silence becoming a rare commodity , the 
carefully tested features of the Harocoustic folding walls are 
being appreciated more and more. For good acoustic insulation, 
special attention is paid to the way in which the folding wall is 
attached to your room walls, ceilings and floors. In addition, 
Harocoustic has special sealing profiles, and the inside of the 
folding wall is covered with acoustic materials.

Harocoustic folding walls are available in two designs, each with 
their own specific features.
• Type A 21 dB
• Type A1 29 dB

Average soundproofing between 100 and 3200 Hertz (Rw).

Harostop
Harocoustic folding walls have a double harpoon latch, called 
Harostop. The walls can be attached with the Harostop at the 
location of your choice – also, therefore, in the restrained 
position. The front upright has this lock built in as standard, 
supplied with rubber caps. 

30

3
2

Surface mounted

Surface recessed

Wall jamb back upright

Cloth size Cloth size

Wall jamb and upright (singlewinged)

Rail constructions

Recess sizes available on request

Double-winged Haro 24

Harocoustic: 
when you need 
peace and quiet
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Colours

The artificial leather material has been specially developed for the Multiwal 
Haro folding walls. It is a quality, extra heavy duty material and is resilient 
to intensive use. The hard top layer is both easy to clean and colourfast.
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Misty Cream

White Misty White

Misty Grey
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Sand Beige Brown Beige

Champagne Parchment
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Ocean Blue

Turquoise

Signal Blue

Petrol Blue
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Red

Yellow

Burgandy

Orange
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Permanent control 
Multiwal designs and manufactures in-house with production facilities in 
the Netherlands and Germany. The application of advanced techniques are 
inherent to the Multiwal walls. Even after the professional installation and 
final inspection is completed, Multiwal remains involved with periodic 
inspection and servicing by a team of specialist engineers, recommended 
to keep your walls in optimum condition. 

Quality Management
To ensure our quality standard, Multiwal is certified  
according to quality management system  
DIN EN ISO 9001 : 2008 ISO. 

Furthermore: the following certificates are available:

•  Sound insulation according to DIN EN  
10140-2/ 20140-3, laboratory values by  
international testing laboratories.

•  Fire resistance according to EN 1364-1: 1999 and EN 1634-1: 2008
•  TÜV-certification, durability test, construction test, ball-proof test 

according to DIN EN 60335-1, DIN EN 60335-2-103 and  
EK5/TA9 16-01:2016

• FSC®-certification number SGSCH-COC-050184

FSC® certified
FSC®, The Forest Stewardship Council®, is an international organisation, 
founded in 1993, to promote responsible forest management. The FSC® 
establishes worldwide standards for forest management, with a quality 
mark attached to it. The basis for these standards, which are further 
elaborated per country or region, are the 10 FSC® principles for good forest 
management. If forest owners adhere to the FSC® standards, their forest 
can be certified. Independent inspectors monitor compliance with the rules.

Multiwal is fully 
certified

Our locations

Multiwal is an international company in the area 
of moveable/folding walls with its head office in 
the Netherlands, production in the Netherlands 
and Germany and its own sales offices in France 
and England.

Worldwide, Multiwal advises, produces and 
installs moveable/folding walls that create space. 
Whether it involves creating space in 
multifunctional venues, banks, schools, hotels, 
restaurants or offices; Multiwal moveable/folding 
walls are extremely versatile. They offer creative 
freedom in every conceivable design. 

Service near by
The best service is provided locally.  
In addition to our own sales offices in the 
Netherlands, Germany, France and England, 
Multiwal has an extensive sales network of 
agents. They represent Multiwal across many 
different countries. 

Worldwide 
service

The information in this brochure has been compiled with the 

utmost care. Changes in technical specifications or other 

information in this brochure are always reserved.
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www.multiwal.com

Head office:
Multiwal B.V.
Kleine Beer 20
Postbus 272
2950 AG Alblasserdam
T +31 78 692 21 22
F +31 78 693 39 50
E info@multiwal.nl
I www.multiwal.nl

Multiwal France
124 rue Pasteur 
59370 Mons en Baroeul
T  +33 320 33 08 42
F +33 320 33 96 17
E  info@multiwal.fr
I  www.multiwal.com

Multiwal GmbH
Kleinrudestedter Straße 14
99195 Großrudestedt
T  +49 362 04 55 80
F  +49 362 04 5 58 30
E  info@multiwal.de
I www.multiwal.com

Multiwal UK Ltd
Unit B Rochdale Central 
Industrial Estate
Norman Road
OL11 4HS Rochdale
T +44 127 349 7370
E info@multiwal.co.uk
I www.multiwal.co.uk
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